UNIVERSITY MAP / BUILDING DIRECTORY

The numbers in front of the institutions listed above and found on the map are the building numbers. In the following building directory, you can use the building number to find the address and coordinates of the building you are looking for. More institutions of the University are located outside the scope of this map. Information about the accessibility of the buildings for the disabled can be found at [www.uni-hamburg.de/campus-zugaenglichkeit](http://www.uni-hamburg.de/campus-zugaenglichkeit).

**Faculty 1: Law**

**Faculty 2: Business Economics and Social Sciences**

**Faculty 3: Medicine**

**Faculty 4: Education**

**Faculty 5: Humanities**

**Faculty 6: Mathematics, Informatics and Natural Sciences**

**Faculty 7: Psychology and Human Movement**

**Faculty 8: Business Administration**

Buildings used primarily by the administration

Buildings used by several faculties

Other buildings

---

1. Allendeplatz 1 (AP1)  B2
2. Allendeplatz 2 (AP2)  B2
3. Alsterterrasse 1  C4
4. Beim Schlump 83  B2
5. Binderstraße 40  B2
6. Bogenallee 11  A1
7. Bundesstraße 43  A2
8. Bundesstraße 45  A2
9. Bundesstraße 53  A2
10. Bundesstraße 55  A2
11. Edmund-Siemens-Allee 1 (ESA1)  C3

---

**University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf** (UKE): located outside this map

---
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